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Past Speaker for

This training helps you to understand the different
aspects of mental health in ministry settings and
how you can be proactive in the lives of the people
you care about as well as yourself.

Author of the CEO Clinician Book 

As a therapist, business coach, speaker, and author, Cameisha is passionate
about helping people prioritize their mental health. Whether you’ve heard her
speak at an event or talked with her during a session, any conversation with
Cameisha is intriguing and thought-provoking. 
Cameisha’s extraordinary story of transforming her own life from being an
orphaned teen living on public assistance to becoming a successful
entrepreneur with a thriving business is the inspiration behind her bold mission
to teach others that with God all things are possible. Today, fans across the
country admire her mission of teaching people how to build a life they love by
shifting their thoughts into alignment with their goals.

Speaker Bio

The CEO Clinician

This training provides new clinicians with a framework
that helps them not only build a strong foundation for
a thriving practice, but to also develop a CEO mindset
that will position them for mental freedom and a
meaningful career.

Empathy for Anxious Professional Women

This training uses a variety of methods and strategies
to help you as an individual or leader to work through
anxiety, relationship problems, work-life balance, self
care, setting boundaries, and ultimately decrease
anxiety. 

Signature Topics

Recent Podcast Features

The Integration of Mental Health in Ministry

Creator of the CEO Clinician Podcast

*Bulk Book Orders Available Upon Request
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Click Here to View

Click Here to Order
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